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Friend in the Business
Conversation Advancers
“I have a friend in the business…”
Great. What I’m hearing is that working with people who you know and trust is
important to you? Is that correct? I’m glad that we’re talking since my clients feel
the same way about me, too!
Have you ever actually used your friend before in a transaction?
(Interesting!)
Isn’t the real question you should be asking: is can your friend really give you
professional advice, sell your home, still preserve your friendship, and net you as
much money as I will? (Close!)
I only mean to help you the best way that I can and I’m sure that you’re friend is a
competent agent and yet luckily you’re talking to me about selling your home. I
know that many agents have less information that they really should. And since
your friendship is so important, doesn’t it make sense for you to get a qualified
2nd opinion so that you know you’re netting the absolute top dollar from the sale
of your home? You wouldn’t want to discover that you left money on the table
because your friend mishandled the sale would you? (Close)
(Alternatives)
What specifically makes you think that your friend won’t let you down and it may
wind up costing you lots of money and you won’t be angry with yourself for not
working with me in the first place? (Close)
The more that you think about a friend handling the sale for you, the harder you
may find it to be really open and honest when the transaction gets tough that’s
why people hire me to handle the sale for them! (Close!)
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Great, almost everyone does. (Go on with the presentation)
Almost everyone wants a second opinion so I suggest we get together. Would
Monday to Tuesday at 4:00 work better for you?
That’s great! And what I’m hearing is that working with people who you know
and trust is important to you? Is that correct? Good, now here’s the good news
my clients feel the same way about me, too. And the advantage to you when you
set an appointment with me is that I will give you a second opinion.
Fabulous! And the real question is, can your friend really market your home and
protect your interests and still preserve your friendship?
You see, many times delicate items come up during the sale or negotiations of
any normal real estate transaction and at that time you really need to have a
well-trained and experienced agent working at an arms-length distance so that
you can (refer to their motivation).
How would you feel if your friend didn’t come through and not only did it put a
strain on your friendship, but you perhaps it cost you an opportunity to sell or
buy, too?
What specifically causes you to think that your friend is qualified to sell your
house and get you as much money as I will?
What specifically makes you think that your friend won’t let you down wind up
costing you lots of money? Won’t you be angry at yourself for not working with
me in the first place?
That’s great! And since it is important that you have a high degree of trust in the
person who is going to handle the sale for you It just make sense that we set an
appointment. And you can trust me to get you a fair and accurate 2nd opinion.

	
  

